SEM image of continuous Ag film, description of procedure of the determination of the enhancement factor (EF) and Raman spectrum of pMA on platinum foil Figure S1 : SEM image of a continuous silver layer deposited using 4000 laser pulses at room temperature.
Determination of the enhancement factor (EF)
The pMA monolayer on the platinum surface was prepared in the same manner as on the SNIFs deposited by the PLD method. Raman spectra for the pMA monolayer on the platinum foil recorded for excitation wavelengths of 532 and 633 nm are shown in Figure S2 . The spectra based on which EF of the Raman signal were calculated come from the averaging of several spectra recorded on the surface of the platinum foil.
Compared to bulk pMA, recorded spectra have a different shape, position and number of peaks. The calculation involved the intensity of the 1077 cm -1 peak corresponding to the 1086 cm -1 peak for bulk pMA. NSERS -the average number of adsorbed molecules on the SERS substrate from which the signal was collected;
IPt -the intensity of 1077 cm -1 peak in the Raman spectrum of pMA monolayer on the platinum foil;
NPt -the average number of adsorbed molecules on the platinum foil from which the signal was collected.
Knowing that p-mercaptoaniline forms a monolayer on the silver surface and on the surface of the platinum foil [1] , it was assumed that the number of pMA molecules on S3
